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Burning Slots Cash Mesh™ 

Game description 

The heat is only getting hotter with BF Games! Slice into the all-new Burning Slots Cash 

Mesh reels and unleash the luck of the Irish for your chance to hit incredible Jackpots, 

Mighty Cash Scatters and  Golden Four-Leaf Clover Expanding Wilds. 

 

Marketing description 

BF Games is firing up all-new spicy reels, and they’re coming in HOT! Burning Slots  

Cash Mesh is the latest title to join the Burning Slots family, sporting a 5-reel, 3-row 

setup and 5 fiery ways to keep the heat turning up. 

One of the most iconic features of the Burning Slots Cash Mesh slot is, as the name 

implies, the Cash Mesh feature! To trigger it, you will need to land five or more Coin 

symbols, each having predefined values or labels indicating a Jackpot or Bonus. It first 

starts with three respins, but when a new Coin symbol hits, the respins value resets 

back to three. Cash Mesh spins keep the rewards going on and on until the respins are 

finished or until all positives are filled with Coin symbols. Once all the respins are spun 

around, the Coin values are added up and paid out! 

It is even possible to land a flaming-hot Full House in Burning Slots Cash Mesh! 

Whenever 15 Coin symbols fill up the reels during Cash Mesh, you will snag an 

additional x2 Full House Multiplier on your total Coin symbols value — phew!  

What if you land a Coin symbol with a Jackpot or Bonus symbol during Cash Mesh? 

That would call for an extra win, of course! The Mini Bonus grants you double your bet 

and the Minor Bonus offers triple your bet stake. The Major and Grand Jackpots are 

flames that only get bigger and bigger after each spin, and each player contributes to 
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that! It can be won by anyone at any time, with their current values shown on the labels 

above your gameplay.  

No sizzling hot slot comes without a side of Scatters and Wilds, and Burning Slots Cash 

Mesh is no exception! The Horseshoe Scatter can appear on the first, third and fifth reel 

only, and landing three of them forms a winning combination. On the other hand, Clover 

Wilds appear on the second, third and fourth reels and replace any other symbols 

except for Scatters and Bonus symbols. 

Ready to dig into your delicious treat? Sink your teeth into the fruity Burning Slots Cash 

Mesh reels and roll them away to experience top-notch features and gameplay! 

 

Game phrases 

• The heat is only getting hotter with BF Games! 

• BF Games is firing up all-new spicy reels, and they’re coming in HOT! 

• Ready to dig into your delicious treat?  

• Sink your teeth into the fruity Burning Slots Cash Mesh reels and roll them away 

to experience top-notch features and gameplay! 

• Burning Slots Cash Mesh is the latest title to join the Burning Slots family, sport-

ing a 5-reel, 3-row setup and 5 fiery ways to keep the heat turning up. 

• Ignite your gameplay and take on the hottest, new reels of the Burning Slots 

Cash Mesh slot! 

 


